Controllable Synthesis of Multi-Compartmental Particles from 3D Microfluidics.
A microfluidic assembly method based on microfluidic chip and capillary device was developed for deftly manipulating microfluid that can be employed to create multi-compartmental particles. he ingenious microfluidic chip design endows the particles with regulable internal structure. The high degree of control afforded by the capillary device achieves the ideal particle geometry. By adjusting the microstructure of the chip, the diameter of the capillary, the gap length between the two microfluidic components and the flow rates, the size of the particles and the number or the ratio of different regions within the particle could be widely variable on demand. As convincing proof, we have found some complicated particles that even contains twenty sub-compartments, which has never been reported earlier. Additionally, the potential application of the anisotropic particles is explored for integrating magnetic-actuator unit, fluorescent-identifier unit and the cell-laden unit into a particle. We believe that this method will open new avenues for the design and application of multi-compartmental particles.